POLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS
Your business is unique — our Professional Services teams can help ensure everyone in your organization gains
the most out of collaboration solutions. With all the expertise that comes from planning, deploying and optimizing
these solutions around the world, we can help you reduce risk, tailor solutions, speed deployment and more.
Let’s work together to achieve your business goals.
Customers with a current Poly+, Poly+ Enterprise, or Elite support contract are eligible for discounts on the
following Professional Services:
CONSULTING DAY RATE

NEW TO POLY LENS? NEED SOME ONBOARDING HELP?

We can provide you with the experience and knowledge of
Poly consultants to solve specific business problems that you
are facing today or as you strategically plan for your future.
Examples of recent consulting engagements include: helping
organizations plan for a hybrid workforce; create Return to Office
strategies; assist enterprises as they plan their transition to cloud;
create a blueprint to achieve meeting equality for a distributed
workforce and ensure high meeting quality with maximum
participation and collaboration from all attendees.

Let Poly experts assist you in setting up your own Poly Lens
tenant and onboard Poly collaboration devices. Once added to
inventory, you can begin to manage, monitor, troubleshoot,
and visualize adoption and usage trends that benefit your
organization.

HEADSET WIRELESS DENSITY STUDY
An abundance of DECT™ and Bluetooth® wireless headsets
used in one shared space can create call interference, so don’t
defeat the purpose of this productivity-boosting tech. Our team
of wireless density experts start with a remote survey of your
space and headset needs. We’ll spot any problems, offer
actionable solutions and walk you through how to optimize
headset performance in every space.

HEADSET COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS
Your end users need clean, well-maintained, and high functioning
equipment to get the job done. Poly offers a Headset Comfort and
Cleanliness service to keep your headsets in top condition — not
only for health and safety, but also to ensure you’re getting the
most out of your investment. Our technicians will examine, clean,
test and recondition headsets either on-site at your location, or,
ship your used headsets to Poly and we will ship them back.

Contact your local reseller for discounts available.
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REMOTE TWO-DAY SOLUTION DESIGN FOR VIDEO
ENDPOINTS: SAVE RESOURCES, TIME AND MONEY
Upfront planning and design are an investment that ensures
that it’s the right solution for the environment the first time.
Our experienced team will work with you to understand your
business requirements and goals. We recognize the technical
interdependencies and have tested use cases saving time,
resources and money in the long run.

REMOTE INSTALLATION OF VIDEO ENDPOINTS: ENSURE
OPTIMUM DEPLOYMENT FOR YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
Deploy solutions quickly and accurately while minimizing
disruption to your existing production environment. We will
work with you to remotely deploy specific solutions in a
straightforward and seamless fashion. Reduced implementation
time enables a faster operational start.
A sales order number must be quoted on the purchase order
to confirm an active Poly+, Poly+ Enterprise or Elite support
contract is in place.

